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10.5.2017 A8-0062/6 

Amendment  6 

Fabio Massimo Castaldo 

on behalf of the EFDD Group 

 

Report A8-0062/2017 

Ulrike Lunacek 

2016 Report on Kosovo 

2016/2314(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 5 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

5. Notes with concern that the post of 

Minister of European Integration still 

remains vacant and that this undermines 

the coherence and effectiveness of SAA 

implementation policies; underlines that 

the path towards EU integration requires a 

strategic long-term vision and sustained 

commitment in the adoption and 

implementation of the necessary reforms; 

5. Underlines that the path towards 

EU integration requires a strategic long-

term vision and sustained commitment in 

the adoption and implementation of the 

necessary reforms; 

Or. en 
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10.5.2017 A8-0062/7 

Amendment  7 

Fabio Massimo Castaldo 

on behalf of the EFDD Group 

 

Report A8-0062/2017 

Ulrike Lunacek 

2016 Report on Kosovo 

2016/2314(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 10 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

10. Strongly condemns the act of 

sending a Serbian nationalist train from 

Belgrade to Northern Kosovo; expresses 

serious concerns about warmongering 

statements and anti-EU rhetoric; is deeply 

concerned, furthermore, by the arrest of 

Mr Ramush Haradinaj, which was 

conducted on the basis of an international 

arrest warrant issued by Serbia in 2004 

according to its law on the Organisation 

and Competences of State Authorities in 

War Crime Proceedings; regrets that this 

law has hitherto been misused to pursue 

citizens of countries that belonged to the 

former Yugoslavia, as proven by this 

recent case; urges both parties to refrain 

from provocative steps and unhelpful 

rhetoric that could hamper the 

normalisation process; calls on the EU, 

Kosovo and Serbia to discuss these matters 

in a constructive manner in the framework 

of the negotiations for accession to the EU; 

10. Strongly condemns the act of 

sending a Serbian nationalist train from 

Belgrade to Northern Kosovo; expresses 

serious concerns about warmongering 

statements and anti-EU rhetoric; notes the 

decision of the court of Colmar (France) 

to refuse the extradition to Serbia of and 

to release Mr Ramush Haradinaj, who was 

acquitted in 2008 and 2012 by the ICTY 
and arrested in France on 4 January 2017 

on the basis of an international arrest 

warrant issued by Serbia in 2004 according 

to its law on the Organisation and 

Competences of State Authorities in War 

Crime Proceedings; regrets that this law 

has hitherto been misused to pursue 

citizens of countries that belonged to the 

former Yugoslavia, as proven by this 

recent case; urges both parties to refrain 

from provocative steps and unhelpful 

rhetoric that could hamper the 

normalisation process; calls on the EU, 

Kosovo and Serbia to discuss these matters 

in a constructive manner in the framework 

of the negotiations for accession to the EU; 

Or. en 
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10.5.2017 A8-0062/8 

Amendment  8 

Fabio Massimo Castaldo 

on behalf of the EFDD Group 

 

Report A8-0062/2017 

Ulrike Lunacek 

2016 Report on Kosovo 

2016/2314(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 42 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

42. Welcomes the efforts made by the 

European Commission to bring about the 

unblocking of the power interconnection 

grid between Albania and Kosovo, which 

has been blocked for months by Serbia, 

and calls for constructive cooperation 

between the Serbian and Kosovar 

electricity authorities; 

42. Welcomes the efforts made by the 

European Commission to bring about the 

unblocking of the power interconnection 

grid between Albania and Kosovo, which 

has been blocked for months by Serbia, 

and calls for constructive cooperation 

between the Serbian and Kosovar 

electricity authorities; reminds Serbia that 

the deadline set by the Energy Community 

for removing the blockade was 31 

December 2016 at the latest; 

Or. en 

 

 


